
5-5-14-2 1:57 Blog about magnesium making drugs look good and Dr. 

Hired someone to go through all my blogs and change
the website information to the new site. 
Somehow a couple of posts from years ago came up.
All the posts are really relevant.

they do tests to see what's happening with vitamins and
minerals. She found out that pretty much across the board
when you take a drug, your magnesium levels became
elevated.
She began to question this, and say, “Well, gosh, maybe the 
effects of the drugs are from magnesium and not from the
drugs. Effects wear off after 6-8 weeks which is when the
drug side effects kick in.

effects is that it makes you lose magnesium, even though
it's not a fluoride drug.
They know this but are not telling people to take 
magnesium.

4:55
Soft launch you invite 100 or so people who know that there
may be glitches.
Web developer has to sift through for a couple of days
before we throw it wide open.

6:25

Talks about low magnesium as a side effect.
Let your doctor know if you have these symptoms...
They are all magnesium deficiency symptoms.
It's one of the recognized problems.

People think this is a little heartburn drug.

you already.

Average side effects for a drug is 79.
Some have hundreds.

Look at yeast overgrowth protocol to limit heartburn
symptoms.

10:25 Brother had stroke causing a blood clot.
What's interesting about stroke is that the blood gets
thick and clots up. It blocks arteries or capillaries in the brain.
Kills off a part of the brain which is what a stroke.
The blood gets a bit thick and toxic because people are

Mildred Seelig and her research about magnesium.

Dr. Seeling found out in working for drug companies -

Nexium is going over the counter now. One of the side

RnA Reset Soft Launch Discussion

Discussion of Nexium going OTC
When you look at http://purplepill.com and am looking
at the side effects of nexium.

Who has ever gone to their doctors who has been on Nexium
has been told to get a magnesium rbc test.

Nexium kills your stomach acid so it can effect GI situation

You can have allergic reactions to Nexium, as well.

Discussion about how ReMag works with heartburn.

http://purplepill.com/


dehydrated and they don't have minerals.

Natural News article, “Helping Someone in the Hospital”
No movement in left side for 18 years.

14:45 Tumor in femur bone.
What would you do about this tumor issue?
Routine x-ray with no pain must mean they think it's benign.

16:30

18:05 CT Scan with iodine contrast
How can you prepare for it?
Death by Modern Medicine that talks about x-rays
Would an ultrasound do instead?
What is the outcome of doing an invasive test?
If the test results are going to change what you are going to
do, then do the test?
If you aren't going to do the drugs or surgery, why do the
tests?

19:52
Lower blood pressure.
Loose tooth tightened up.

poultice of LL Magnetic Clay to pull toxins out of the skin.
Don't worry about skin reactions when the body is trying
to detox.

21:17
Will get back to you in a minute on this.

21:38

Of water.

addition.

salt.
When I gave up white salt, my blood pressure came down.
Money flows freely and easily to me.
Discussion of positive affirmatives.

26:40 Pricing changes to the products

high enough for wholesalers.

Former distributors marketing plan kept escalating the
costs.

Treatment of stroke with lots of ReMag.
If a person can't swallow, use ReMag as a spray.

Take RnA Drops for 3-4 months to see what happens.
ReMag and ReLyte usually provide results fairly quickly.
RnA Drops reset the whole organism.

RnA Drops and Completement Products.

Recently, I added ReAline. I have little red itchy patches
on the back of my hands and fingers. ReAline?
Could be a detox reaction from the ReAline. Put on a 

Who is iON?

Himalayan Salt Soleil. 1 tsp in each 16 oz of water.
If I do the Himalayan Salt, do I need to do ReLyte.
Do a taste test – test your soleil against ¼ tsp sea salt in a pint 

When you can manage it, the ReLyte would be a good

Soleil solution was more strongly flavored than just the

ReMag/ReLyte Pricing is Low Enough for the Public but not

The discounting mostly will be on the RnA Drops.



28:00

If you have a magnesium deficiency, the muscles in the valve
can be tight and a bit twisted. So, it doesn't close the
arteries coming off the heart as completely as it should.
Blood can build up and clot forms.

twice a day. Build up by 1-2 drops every week.

a day.

from the stroke.
Go a bit slowly and don't push too fast.

Put copper under his bed to allow his body to ground.
Start the products, stay on them for a week,  and then put 
the copper under his bed.

Magnesium is a good solution for this.
38:00

39:30
People are on the site purchasing already.
We have been flabbergasted.
Apparently, the site is up.
Fun to watch the site going live.
Soft launch is out there!!!
Chad says, “Yes, it's up.” “Little issue with 3 guys working on
it.” Wait a few minutes.
Clicking on product for more details isn't working.

The new prices are fantastic.
The lamp on the far left is the whole page, if you get to 
your cart and you want to get back to the home page.
These are very nice savings.
The shopping cart is so easy to use.

stuff and allow people to order on their phones.

47:37
Most people feel calmer or bliss.
They also make perfect cells.
When people with nerve problems, then the nerve will
wake up a bit.

Cause of stroke mitrovalve prolapse.
Mitrovalve prolapse is effected by magnesium deficiency.

With magnesium the mitrovalve shuts properly.
Rna Drops as listed on the label and the website – 1 drop

1/4-1/2 tsp twice a day to build up to at least 3 tsp of ReMag
Start with slow start on ReLyte and build up to 2 tsps 

Spray ReMag/ReLyte on areas of body that are immobilized

ReNew on hands and feet.

Propensity for mitrovalve prolapse can run in families.

What's an  iON video on 2012rnaradio.com
iON responsible for RnA drops and Cell 8.
Environment of heaven, the guf.
Lid has been blown off the RnA Drops.

RnA Drops Reset Special Price $99
ReBob $188; ReNew Serum $122; Mini $14.99

Everyone is so mobile, you have to get rid of the html

Customer care: support@rnareset.com
How do the RnA Drops effect the nervous system?

mailto:support@rnareset.com


Bugged out may be your adrenal glands, do you need more
magnesium, are you taking salt in your water, a burst
of energy causes someone to overwork themselves and
then they collapse.
Feeling super-stimulated and like I'm going to fall off the
edge.
Feel like muscles are being tight over my spine and
over my ribs.
This is a little new and a little old.
Been doing a lot of magnesium, and it will calm me down a
bit.

If you did a 45 minute walk, it could have been too much
for you.
You had the energy at the time but used up your stores.
You have to be careful. You have a window and feel great.
You can't imagine that walking will burn up your minerals
like that.
When I have any energy, I try to do something.
Is more product better?
There's no goal dose. 25 drops twice a day is a place where
 you should level out and stay there.

Watch the ebb and flow of your symptoms.
I feel like my body is waking up.
I'm more conscious of my soul.
My possibility to heal is infinite and limitless.
Your other practitioners are answering from a place
are answering from their limited knowledge of making
perfect cells.
They're limiting your possibilities because they don't
have knowledge that nerves heal so far removed from
the original incident.
Major point of the Drops is to keep you in touch with
your potential now.
The closer I came to losing my life, the more I felt the love
of my spirit.

Eating 25 RnA Drops twice a day.

Then, work with ReMag/ReLyte.
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